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This paper reconstructs the Khitan vowel system by analysing materials concerning the Khitan 
Small Script. First, the approximate phonetic values of the graphemes were determined by system-
atically comparing Khitan transcriptions of Chinese words with their original Chinese sounds and 
by analysing Khitan rhymes. Next, an exhaustive survey of two adjacent graphemes in a corpus elu-
cidated the script’s spelling rule and thus were the accurate phonetic values determined. Finally, a com-
parative study based on the reconstructed values established regular vowel correspondences between 
Khitan and Mongolian. In conclusion, the author presents twelve Khitan vowel phonemes that are 
distinguished by four vocalic features. 
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1. Introduction 
In deciphering the Khitan Small Script (henceforth KSS), some materials (such as the 
ones shown below) are available to determine the phonetic values of the graphemes 
of KSS:  
 First, transcriptions of Chinese words in the KSS. Khitan inscriptions contain 
numerous Chinese words such as Chinese official titles and proper names. A system-
atic comparison of the Khitan transcriptions of these Chinese words with their origi-
nal Chinese sounds provides an important clue for determining the phonetic values of 
KSS.  
 Second, transcriptions of Khitan words in Chinese characters. Some Chinese 
literatures like the Liaoshi 遼史 (the History of Liao) and contemporary entombed epi-
taphs (muzhiming 墓誌銘) written in Chinese contain various Khitan words transcribed 
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in Chinese characters. Scholars have compared these Chinese transcriptions with the 
Khitan notations of the same words and have thereby reconstructed the phonetic values 
of the graphemes. Examples are given below:1 
 
Chinese transcription KSS notation Kane (2009) Meaning 
沙里 *ša.li 姐怨畏 ś-a-rí (a male title) 
撻不也 *ta.bu.yä 可煙葦浬 t(e)-bu-ei-er (a person’s name) 
捏褐 *nyä.xe 鴎頴 ń(i)-qo ‘dog’ 
 
 Such reconstructions, however, are quite problematic, because Chinese has 
strong restrictions on phonotactics, especially on codas. As a result, the Chinese tran-
scriptions may contain additional vowels to transcribe Khitan codas such as *l, *b, *x 
that are not allowed in Chinese. Chinese transcriptions therefore do not assure the 
accuracy of the reconstructed values.  
 Third, cognates with the Mongolian languages. Scholars have also compared 
Khitan notations of Khitan words with their cognates in its family languages (i.e. the 
Mongolian languages) to reconstruct grapheme phonetic values. See the examples 
below:  
 
Middle Mongolian Modern Mongolian KSS notation Kane (2009) Meaning 
söni šɵn ~ sɵn 価尉 s-uni ‘night’ 
mori mör 窺俺 m-ri ‘horse’ 
basa bas 改疫 b-as ‘again, also’ 
e’ülen uul 椅学 eu-ul ‘cloud’ 
 
 These reconstructions are also problematic in that they postulate both preser-
vation and loss of short vowels in non-initial syllables in Khitan without considering 
sound changes. Since we do not know what changes Khitan has undergone, we cannot 
determine accurate values by comparing Khitan notations with their cognates.  
 Forth, rhymes in Khitan inscriptions. Like Chinese ones, Khitan entombed epi-
taphs have a section written in verse, which is introduced with a phrase equivalent to 
the Chinese “ming yue 銘曰” (‘The inscription says’). An analysis of rhyming words 
confirms which graphemes share the same or similar segments in phonetic values.  
 Lastly, orthographic restrictions in the KSS. If a KSS spelling rule is eluci-
dated, it may help determine the phonetic values of the graphemes.  
 In this paper, I reconstructed the Khitan vowel system by analysing the KSS. 
As stated above, the second and the third source materials are somewhat problematic 
for the purpose of determining phonetic values. Hence, I determined the values by 
using exclusively the first, the fourth, and the last source materials. By using cognates, 
I then established regular vowel correspondences between Khitan and Mongolian. 
Based on this, I will reconstruct the Khitan vowel system as shown in Table 1.  
 
1 Here the phonetic values reconstructed by previous studies are represented by Kane’s 
(2009). 
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Table 1 
 Front Back 
 Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded 
Close i [i] ü [y] (ı [ɨ]) u [u ~ ʉ] 
Near-close    ʊ [ʊ] 
Mid ë [e] ɵ̈ [ø] e [ə ~ ɤ] ɵ [o ~ ɵ] 
Open ä [ɛ] ö [œ] a [ɑ] o [ɔ] 
2. Correspondence to Chinese Sounds 
First, we have no material on Northern Chinese during the Liao period (916–1125) 
to know its phonology systematically. I thus tentatively refer to Yuan Chinese pho-
nology (13th–14th centuries) which is mainly reconstructed from the rhyme books 
Zhongyuan yinyun 中原音韻 (henceforth ZY) and the Menggu ziyun 蒙古字韻 
(henceforth MZ).2  
 The results below ensue from comparing Khitan transcriptions of Chinese words 
with their Yuan Chinese forms. We found three types of graphemes: vowel graphemes, 
consonant + vowel graphemes, and vowel + consonant graphemes.3 It should be noted 
that comparisons with Chinese sounds only revealed the grapheme types and their ap-
proximate phonetic values.  
2.1. Vowel Graphemes 
Table 2 shows the vowel graphemes (V graphemes) that correspond to Yuan Chinese 
(M)Vs in (I)(M)V syllables or (I)(M)VE syllables (I = initial, M = medial, V = vowel, 
E = ending). I assumed that Khitan did not allow rising diphthongs like [i̯a] and thus 
Chinese MVs were adapted for monophthongs in Khitan. This assumption is sup-
ported by other evidence which will be presented in Section 4.2.  
 
2 This paper employs the author’s notational system of ZY. Note that p, t, c, č, k represent 
aspirated [pʰ, tʰ, tsʰ, tʃʰ, kʰ] while b, d, z, ǰ, g represent unaspirated [p, t, ts, tʃ, k]; v, ž represent ap-
proximants; ä, e, ı, o, ô, ü represent [ɛ, ə ~ ɤ, ɨ, ɔ, o, y]. 
Previous studies like Shen (2006, 2007) have shown that the phonological characteristics of 
Liao Chinese are similar to those of Yuan Chinese, although some archaic characteristics have been 
preserved. 
3 Beside these three types, we also found consonant + vowel + consonant graphemes, e.g. 
嫁 = 后 ZY *xew, 萎 = 皇 ZY *xwaŋ. 
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Table 24 
Grapheme ZY final Example ZY final Example 
怨189 ‹aa› 家麻 *-a 窺怨 馬 *ma 寒山 *-an 怨葵 安 *an 
    監咸 *-am 価怨園 三 *sam 
蓋335 ‹ää› 家麻 *-ya 碍蓋 家 *gya 寒山 *-yan 稼蓋緯 顔 *[ŋ]yan 
    監咸 *-yam 碍蓋華 監 *gyam 
劃348 ‹ee› 歌戈 *-e 碍劃 哥 *ge   
劾327 ‹ëë› 車遮 *-yä 歌劾 姐 *zyä 先天 *-yän 葦劾緯 延 *yän 
    廉纖 *-yäm 碍劾華 檢 *gyäm 
奄186 ‹oo› 歌戈 *-wô 歌奄 左 *zwô 桓歡 *-won 珂奄叡 亂 *lwon 
亥082 ‹öö›   先天 *-ɥän 稼亥階 元 *[ŋ]ɥän 
沖226 ‹ɵ̈ɵ̈›   先天 *-ɥän 稼沖家 元 *[ŋ]ɥän 
鵜131 ‹uu› 魚模 *-u 家鵜 奴 *nu   
佳245 ‹ʊʊ› 魚模 *-u 歌佳 祖 *zu   
賀289 ‹üü› 魚模 *-ü 賀 禹 *ü   
鎧339 ‹ii› 齊微 *-i 鎧 夷 *i   
殻353 ‹ıı› 支思 *-ı 歌殻 子 *zı   
2.2. Consonant + Vowel Graphemes 
Table 3 shows the consonant + vowel graphemes (CV graphemes) that correspond to 
Yuan Chinese I(M)Vs in I(M)V syllables or I(M)VE syllables.  
Table 3 
Group Grapheme ZY form  Group Grapheme ZY form 
‹Caa› 曳160 ‹baa› 曳 八 *ba  ‹Cuu› 化241 ‹puu› 化 府 *fu 
 橿375 ‹čaa› 橿 察 *ča   赫358 ‹muu› 赫 墓 *mu 
 娃003 ‹xʷaa› 娃 化 *xwa   苑202 ‹tuu› 苑 徒 *tu 
 屋葵 檀 *tan   恩237 ‹duu› 恩 都 *du 
 屋229 ‹taa› 屋艶 唐 *taŋ   於208 ‹luu› 於 盧 *lu 
 応214 ‹daa› 応右 大 *day   桶233 ‹kuu› 桶 哭 *ku 
 嘘139 ‹naa› 嘘園 男 *nam   粟036 ‹xuu› 粟 虎 *xu 
 運150 ‹ǰaa› 運艶 章 *ǰaŋ   閏147 ‹ǰuu› 閏垣 中 *ǰuŋʷ 
 依053 ‹xaa› 依葵 韓 *xan   謁178 ‹kuu› 謁垣 孔 *kuŋʷ 
‹Cää› 卯130 ‹xää› 卯 下 *xya  ‹Cii› 岡225 ‹bii› 岡 畢 *bi 
‹Cee› 峨283 ‹kee› 峨 可 *ke   袷037 ‹tii› 袷 帝 *di 
‹Coo› 握017 ‹doo› 握 多 *dwô   一087 ‹ǰii› 一 知 *ǰi 
 委057 ‹xoo› 委 和 *xwô  ‹Cıı› 域083 ‹sıı› 域 司 *sı 
 奥213 ‹too› 奥叡 團 *twon   恰––– ‹ǰıı› 恰 旨 *ǰı 
 回298 ‹soo› 回叡 攅 *cwon   閲180 ‹šıı› 閲 使 *šı 
 
4 The subscript number after a KSS grapheme indicates the grapheme number assigned by 
Qingge’ertai et al. (1985). The value in angle brackets ‹  › refers to the phonetic value that is ulti-
mately proposed in this paper. 
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2.3. Vowel + Consonant Graphemes 
Table 4 shows the vowel + consonant graphemes (VC graphemes) that correspond to 
Yuan Chinese (M)VEs in (I)(M)VE syllables. We also found other VC graphemes which 
correspond to Middle Chinese (M)VEs in rusheng 入聲 syllables (see Table 5).5 Note 
that Khitan inscriptions reflect two Chinese varieties in respect of rusheng syllables: 
one preserved Middle Chinese rusheng codas *-p, *-t, *-k, *-kʷ as -b, -r, -g, -gʷ and 
the other lost them like Yuan Chinese. These two varieties are used together in inscrip-
tions.  
Table 4 
Grapheme ZY final Example  Grapheme ZY final Example 
右122 ‹ay› 皆來 *-ay 骸右 開 *kay  栄161 ‹aw› 蕭豪 *-aw 碍栄 高 *gaw 
燕197 ‹äy› 皆來 *-yay 骸燕 客 *kyay  閣362 ‹äw› 蕭豪 *-yaw 碍閣 校 *gyaw 
胤107 ‹oy› 皆來 *-way 姐胤 帥 *šway    蕭豪 *-yäw 価閣 小 *syäw 
葦020 ‹ey› 齊微 *-ey 暇葦 德 *dey  椅067 ‹ew› 尤侯 *-ew 碍椅 狗 *gew 
禍262 ‹uy› 齊微 *-uĕy 家禍 內 *nuĕy  旭019 ‹ëw› 尤侯 *-iĕw 珂旭 留 *liĕw 
葵011 ‹an› 寒山 *-an 怨葵 安 *an  園184 ‹am› 監咸 *-am 嘘園 男 *nam 
緯073 ‹än› 寒山 *-yan 稼蓋緯 顔 *[ŋ]yan  華270 ‹äm› 監咸 *-yam 碍蓋華 監 *gyam 
  先天 *-yän 葦劾緯 延 *yän    廉纖 *-yäm 碍華 檢 *gyäm 
階324 ‹ön› 先天 *-ɥän 価亥階 宣 *sɥän  架257 ‹em› 侵尋 *-em 姐架 瀋 *šiĕm 
家251 ‹een› 先天 *-ɥän 沖家 院 *ɥän  窺133 ‹im› 侵尋 *-iĕm 碍窺 金 *giĕm 
  桓歡 *-won 皆家 觀 *gwon  維072 ‹üm› 真文 *-iĕn 会維 品 *piĕn6 
叡154 ‹on› 桓歡 *-won 奥叡 團 *twon  艶199 ‹aŋ› 江陽 *-aŋ 珂艶 郎 *laŋ 
唄140 ‹en› 真文 *-en 窺唄 門 *muĕn  晦314 ‹äŋ› 江陽 *-yaŋ 歌晦 將 *zyaŋ 
渥018 ‹in› 真文 *-iĕn 歌渥 進 *ziĕn  移071 ‹oŋ› 江陽 *-waŋ 碍移 廣 *gwaŋ 
課273 ‹un› 真文 *-uĕn 暇課 敦 *duĕn  意062 ‹ëŋ› 庚青 *-eŋ 姐意 省 *šeŋ 
咳329 ‹ün› 真文 *-üĕn 碍咳 軍 *güĕn    庚青 *-iĕŋ 碍意 耿 *giĕŋ7 
垣345 ‹uŋʷ› 東鍾 *-uŋʷ 碍垣 公 *guŋʷ  稼264 ‹eŋ› 庚青 *-eŋ 価稼 僧 *seŋ 
角357 ‹ʊŋʷ› 東鍾 *-uŋʷ 歌角 宗 *zuŋʷ  快303 ‹iŋ› 庚青 *-iĕŋ 骸快 興 *xiĕŋ 
榎181 ‹üŋʷ› 東鍾 *-üŋʷ 珂榎 龍 *lüŋʷ      
 
 
5 This paper uses the author’s notational system of Late Middle Chinese (LMC). Note that 
a, ȧ, ä, e, o, ô, ü represent [ɑ, a, ɛ, ə ~ ɤ, ɔ, o, y]; ś, ṣ represent [ɕ, ʂ]. 
6 品 (LMC *p‘iĕm, MZ p‘im) is also transcribed as 会窺 in the KSS, therefore the dissimi-
lation of labial coda *-m > -n has not yet occurred in Liao Chinese. 
7 In the KSS, Middle Chinese division-II syllables of the geng 梗 rhyme class (e.g. 省 LMC 
*ṣȧŋ and 耿 LMC *kȧŋ) have not yet merged into the zeng 曾 rhyme class (Shen 2006, p. 495). 
These syllables are transcribed with 意 (062) which is not used for the zeng rhyme class. 
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Table 5 
Grapheme LMC final Example 
煙196 ‹ab› 咸 *-ap 珂怨煙 臘 ZY *la < LMC *lap 
改311 ‹eb› 深 *-ep 姐改 十 ZY *ši < LMC *śiĕp 
羽127 ‹ib› 深 *-iĕp 姐羽 十 ZY *ši < LMC *śiĕp 
臼137 ‹ür› 臻 *-üĕt 窺臼 密 ZY *muĕj < LMC *müĕt 
瑛165 ‹ig› 梗 *-yäk 価瑛 積 ZY *zi < LMC *cyäk 
鋭172 ‹ugʷ› 通 *-ôkʷ 珂鋭 祿 ZY *lu < LMC *lôkʷ 
俄282 ‹ügʷ› 通 *-yokʷ 稼賀俄 玉 ZY *[ŋ]ü < LMC *ŋyokʷ 
渦138 ‹ewgʷ› 通 *-ewkʷ 姐渦 叔 ZY *šü < LMC *śyewkʷ 
3. Analysis of Rhyming Words 
In Khitan rhymes, each rhyming line usually consists of four words; the last words in 
the even lines (and sometimes also in the first line) rhyme with each other.8  
 Table 6 shows extracts of rhyming monosyllabic open-syllable words from 
Khitan rhymes. They are divided into five groups and are presumed to share the same, 
or nearly the same, vowel in each group.  
Table 6 
Group Rhyming words Source 
Caa 嘘 naa, 屋 taa, 碍怨 gaa, 応 daa. Daozong 28–29 
 依 xaa, 曳 baa. Xingzong 31–32 
Cää 笠 mää, 可蓋 tää, 蓋 ää, 姐蓋 šää. Daozong 14–15 
 笠 mää, 姐蓋 šää. Xuanyi 19 
Cëë 家劾 nëë, 改劾 bëë, 葦劾 yëë. Renyi 23–24 
Coo 窺奄 moo, 霞 poo, 回 soo, 飲奄 ǰoo,  
苛 ?, 窺奄 moo. 
Daozong 21–22 
 家奄 noo, 霞 poo, 窺奄 moo, 回 soo. Tadii 23–24 
葦鵜 yuu, 苑 tuu, 会鵜 puu, 桶 kuu,  
閏 ǰuu, 於 luu, 化 puu, 化 puu, 佳 ʊʊ,  
謁 kuu, 会鵜 puu, 鵜 uu, 碍鵜 guu. 
Min 23–26 Cuu 
/Cʊʊ 
葦鵜 yuu, 改鵜 buu, 謁 kuu, 碍鵜 guu,  
化 puu, 閏 ǰuu, 苑 tuu, 謁 kuu, 佳 ʊʊ,  
桶 kuu, 鵜 uu. 
Mt. Haitang 11–13 
 
8 Shen (2009) is the first systematic study on Khitan rhymes. He mistakenly assumed that 
only the last grapheme in a word is involved in rhyming. In fact, the whole word is involved. For 
instance, 鯵学伊宇 čawlağar, 穐学伊宇 ǰawlağar, 葦栄学伊宇 yawlağar and 隠学伊宇 dawlağar 
rhyme in Čawǰ 26–27; 引卸各浬 čewdeğeer, 葦椅卸各浬 yewdeğeer, 鴎椅卸各浬 ňewdeğeer and 
椅卸各浬 ewdeğeer rhyme in Daozong 13; 為碍 bideg, 溢瑛 idig, 骸溢瑛 kidig and 可溢瑛 tidig 
rhyme in Hongben 17–18. 
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 To summarise the observations made in Sections 2 and 3, the presumed V graph-
emes and CV graphemes are shown in Table 7.  
Table 7 
 V graphemes CV graphemes 
a 怨 ‹aa› 曳 ‹baa›, 屋 ‹taa›, 応 ‹daa›, 嘘 ‹naa›, 橿 ‹čaa›, 運 ‹ǰaa›,  
  依 ‹xaa›, 娃 ‹xʷaa› 
ä 蓋 ‹ää› 笠 ‹mää›, 卯 ‹xää› 
e 劃 ‹ee› 峨 ‹kee› 
ë 劾 ‹ëë›  
o 奄 ‹oo› 霞 ‹poo›, 奥 ‹too›, 握 ‹doo›, 回 ‹soo›, 委 ‹xoo› 
ö 亥 ‹öö›  
ɵ̈ 沖 ‹ɵ̈ɵ̈›  
u/ʊ 鵜 ‹uu›, 佳 ‹ʊʊ› 化 ‹puu›, 赫 ‹muu›, 苑 ‹tuu›, 恩 ‹duu›, 於 ‹luu›, 閏 ‹ǰuu›,  
  謁 ‹kuu›, 桶 ‹kuu›, 粟 ‹xuu› 
ü 賀 ‹üü›  
i 鎧 ‹ii› 岡 ‹bii›, 袷 ‹tii›, 一 ‹ǰii› 
ı 殻 ‹ıı› 域 ‹sıı›, 恰 ‹ǰıı›, 閲 ‹šıı› 
4. Analysis of the Khitan Spelling Rule for Vowels 
In the transcriptions of Chinese words, a vowel-overlapping phenomenon is observed:  
 碍蓋華 ‹(e)g-ää-äm› 監 (ZY *gyam) ‹(V)C-V-VC› CVC 
 橿艶 ‹čaa-aŋ› 長 (ZY *čaŋ) ‹CV-VC› CVC 
 苑垣 ‹tuu-uŋʷ› 同 (ZY *tuŋʷ) ‹CV-VC› CVC 
 Many researchers refer to this phenomenon, but none of them has successfully 
generalised it. In this section, I conduct an exhaustive survey of bigrams from a cor-
pus in order to elucidate this vowel-overlapping rule.  
4.1. Method and Results of the Survey 
The question now is that in a sequence of two adjacent graphemes G1-G2 within a 
word, if G1 is a vowel-final grapheme, then what grapheme would the G2 be. To ad-
dress this question, I counted in my corpus the number of tokens of G1-G2 bigrams 
where G1 is any of the V and CV graphemes listed in Table 7.9 The corpus consisted 
 
9 I exclude 沖 ‹ɵ̈ɵ̈› and the four graphemes representing ‹(C)ıı› from the survey because of 
the former’s limited quantity and the latter’s characteristic of exclusive use for Chinese loanwords. 
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of 30 inscriptions that are equivalent to approximately three quarters of the existing 
KSS inscriptions.10  
 Table 8 shows the results of the survey.11  
4.2. Abductive Inference of a Rule 
From these data, the following generalisation can be made:  
 
    (i) In principle, a G2 that can follow a (C)V grapheme whose vowel is Vi does not 
follow the other (C)V graphemes whose vowels are not Vi. 
 
10 The following list contains the inscriptions included in my corpus:  
1[1] Epitaph of Čawň Lüü-peň (Yelü Zongjiao 耶律宗教). Dated 1053, 36 lines. 
1[2] Broken Epitaph of Gawň Puu-lëw (Xiao Shenhui 蕭慎徽). Dated 1057, 32 lines. 
1[3] Epitaph of Puunuuň Toxoser. Dated 1068, 26 lines. 
1[4] Epitaph of Uǰeeň (Yelü Jue 耶律玦). Dated 1071, 46 lines. 
1[5] Epitaph of Oŋuň Gaw-šib. Dated from 1076 onward, 26 lines. 
1[6] Epitaph of Kuyreğeeň Xaadii. Dated 1080, 32-line text and 14-word title. 
1[7] Epitaph of Bedelbeň Čawǰ. Dated 1082, 28-line text and 15-word title. 
1[8] Broken Epitaph of Yuŋuň. Dated 1088, 43 lines. 
1[9] Epitaph of Teleğeeň Xodʊxʊň. Dated 1091, 39 lines. 
[10] Epitaph of Lëëneň Xaar. Dated 1091, 48 lines. 
[11] Epitaph of Sarağaň Dileed. Dated 1092, 41 lines. 
[12] Epitaph of Orelbeň Yëëruu (Yelü Zhixian 耶律智先). Dated 1094, 27 lines. 
[13] Epitaph of Guyneň Nuu. Dated 1099, 48 lines. 
[14] Epitaph of Awlʊğooň Uyeer (Yelü Hongyong 耶律弘用). Dated 1100, 32 lines. 
[15] Epitaph of Saraaň Šiluu. Dated 1100, 13-line text and 7-word title. 
[16] Epitaph of Kuuŋuň Dilee (Yelü Chengkui 耶律承窺). Dated 1101, 34 lines. 
[17] Eulogy for Emperor Daozong 道宗. Dated 1101, 37-line text and 14-word title. 
[18] Eulogy for Empress Xuanyi 宣懿. Dated 1101, 30-line text and 7-word title. 
[19] Epitaph of Ʊʊrdʊğooň Umur. Dated 1102, 51 lines. 
[20] Epitaph of Šiluuň J̌uurǰee (Xiao Zhiwei 蕭知微). Dated 1107, 29 lines. 
[21] Broken Epitaph from Nangou 南溝, Sanshan township 三山郷. Dated 1108, 26 lines. 
[22] Eulogy for Imperial Grand Uncle Yihe renshou 義和仁壽皇太叔祖 (Yelü Hongben 
耶律弘本). Dated 1110, 25-line text and 6-word title. 
[23] Epitaph of Uuruğʷeeň, Wife of Yelü Hongben. Dated 1110, 24-line text and 8-word 
title. 
[24] Epitaph of Baysbeň Čalaa (Xiao Min 蕭旼). Dated 1113, 27 lines. 
[25] Epitaph of Ärlʊğooň Dilugʷ. Dated 1114, 51 lines. 
[26] Epitaph of Tadii, Wife of Xiao Xiaosi 蕭孝思. Dated 1115, 25 lines. 
[27] Record of the Journey of the Imperial Brother of the Great Jin Dynasty 大金皇弟都 
統經略郎君行記. Dated 1134, 5 lines. 
[28] Epitaph of Oryeeň J̌uurǰee (Xiao Zhonggong 蕭仲恭). Dated 1150, 50-line text and  
9-word title. 
[29] Broken Epitaph from Yemaotai 葉茂臺. Undated, 6 lines. 
[30] Broken Epitaph from Mount Haitang 海棠山. Undated, 13 lines. 
11 I did not count bigrams that included (an) illegible or fully lost grapheme(s). Due to space 
limitations, I omitted the individual number of each CV grapheme and showed only the total number 
of CV graphemes that had a common vowel.  
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Table 8 
aa ää ëë öö oo uu/ʊʊ üü ii ee G1 
G2 怨 Caa 蓋 Cää 劾 亥 奄 Coo 鵜 Cuu 佳 賀 鎧 Cii 劃 Cee 
 葵011 ‹an› 127 39 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 伊051 ‹ağ› 17 210 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 畏069 ‹aľ› 188 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 咽098 ‹al› 165 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 員099 ‹ad› 78 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 右122 ‹ay› 153 52 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
 宇123 ‹ar› 354 42 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 雲151 ‹ax› 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 2 0 
 栄161 ‹aw› 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 疫174 ‹as› 15 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a 園184 ‹am› 42 10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 怨189 ‹aa› 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 煙196 ‹ab› 22 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 艶199 ‹aŋ› 2 61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 薗203 ‹ard› 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 荷269 ? 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 雅290 ‹aň› 332 14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 魁312 ‹ald› 16 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 括––– ‹aǰ› 59 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 活––– ‹and› 70 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 渇––– ? 0 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 梓023 ‹äd› 0 0 10 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 意062 ‹ëŋ› 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 緯073 ‹än› 0 0 4 0 107 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 育084 ‹är› 0 0 42 0 44 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 芋093 ‹ärd› 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 頴168 ‹äx› 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 燕197 ‹äy› 0 0 14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ä 華270 ‹äm› 0 0 22 2 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 嘩274 ‹äğ› 0 0 9 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 蚊280 ‹äl› 0 0 6 0 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 塊299 ? 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 械315 ‹äš› 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 劾327 ‹ëë› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
 蓋335 ‹ää› 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 較359 ? 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
院115 ‹öl› 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ö 階324 ‹ön› 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Continued on the next page) 
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aa ää ëë öö oo uu/ʊʊ üü ii ee G1 
G2 怨 Caa 蓋 Cää 劾 亥 奄 Coo 鵜 Cuu 佳 賀 鎧 Cii 劃 Cee 
 悪016 ‹od› 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 衣076 ‹or› 0 0 0 0 0 0 119 51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 胤107 ‹oy› 0 0 0 0 0 0 89 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 云149 ‹ol› 0 0 0 0 0 0 208 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 叡154 ‹on› 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 影157 ‹ols› 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 衛169 ‹oxʷ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 奄186 ‹oo› 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
o 延188 ‹oǰ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 横217 ‹ond› 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 鴬220 ‹om› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 寡252 ‹oğʷ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 果255 ‹oľ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 89 59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 怪304 ‹old› 0 0 0 0 0 0 47 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 蟹322 ‹oň› 0 0 0 0 0 0 122 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 確354 ‹os› 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 穫355 ‹ord› 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 按041 ‹us› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 134 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 尉059 ‹uň› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 逸090 ‹ʊğʷ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 印097 ‹ur› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 81 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 鵜131 ‹uu› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 噂148 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 荏152 ‹uǰ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 328 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 鋭172 ‹ugʷ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 悦177 ‹urǰ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 
越179 ‹und› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 2 6 6 0 0 0 0 u 鴛206 ‹uľ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 卸236 ‹ud› 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 149 4 9 2 0 0 0 0 
 加246 ‹ʊxʷ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
 夏249 ‹urd› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 46 0 0 0 0 0 
 禍262 ‹uy› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 
 課273 ‹un› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 93 36 18 36 0 0 0 0 
 垣345 ‹uŋʷ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 96 0 9 0 0 0 0 
 学366 ‹ul› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 76 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 掛372 ‹uğʷ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 155 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 樺––– ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
以050 ‹üd› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 ü 雨128 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
(Continued on the next page) 
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aa ää ëë öö oo uu/ʊʊ üü ii ee G1 
G2 怨 Caa 蓋 Cää 劾 亥 奄 Coo 鵜 Cuu 佳 賀 鎧 Cii 劃 Cee 
 臼137 ‹ür› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
 黄224 ‹ül› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
ü 俄282 ‹ügʷ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 
 賀289 ‹üü› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 
 且––– ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 
 渥018 ‹in› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 31 0 0 
 綾033 ‹iš› 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 124 0 0 171 14 0 0 
 溢089 ‹id› 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 
 窺133 ‹im› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 
瑛165 ‹ig› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 1 0 0 i 俺235 ‹ir› 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 254 1 0 0 
 廻302 ‹il› 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 快303 ‹iŋ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 15 11 0 0 
 鎧339 ‹ii› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 1 0 0 
 格352 ‹iğ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 
 葦020 ‹ey› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 
 永162 ‹eǰ› 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 73 1 
 鉛205 ‹end› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 10 5 10 0 
 価244 ‹es› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 
 改311 ‹eb› 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 
 蛙344 ‹eld› 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 37 1 0 0 1 0 14 0 
 各349 ‹eğ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 1 
 覚356 ‹eľ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 20 5 
 医080 ‹eel› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 116 
 可247 ‹eed› 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
 家251 ‹een› 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 
架257 ‹em› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 64 e 浬341 ‹eer› 1 0 0 0 12 0 1 0 5 1 1 0 0 0 7 4 
 郭361 ‹eeň› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 
 蔭108 ? 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 唄140 ‹en› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 21 16 4 0 
 厩144 ‹er› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 鴎222 ‹eň› 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 
 暇254 ‹ed› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 
 歌258 ‹ez› 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 珂261 ‹el› 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
 稼264 ‹eŋ› 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 0 0 
 伽293 ‹ens› 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
 劃348 ‹ee› 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
– 絵320 ‹bel› 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
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 For instance, the grapheme 畏069 can follow the graphemes ‹(C)aa›, but does 
not follow the other (C)V graphemes. Similarly, all G2s that can follow ‹(C)aa›s do 
not follow the other (C)V graphemes, though some exceptions were observed. This is 
true of the other vowels, too.12  
 Consequently, it appears that a (C)V grapheme can only be followed by specific 
G2s. In order to interpret the data coherently, it is the most plausible explanation to 
presume that such G2s are vowel-initial graphemes whose vowels are identical with 
the preceding one. Therefore, the following rule is inferred:  
 
    (ii) Vowel-overlapping rule: A vowel-final grapheme has to be followed by a 
vowel-initial grapheme whose vowel is identical with the preceding one.  
 
 This rule reveals that essentially all of the above-mentioned G2s are VC graph-
emes, because the rule does not function between these graphemes and the following 
ones, and they are thus presumed as consonant-final graphemes.13 As such, the vowel-
overlapping rule is effectual in confirming the types and vocalic values of the graph-
emes.14  
 This rule is applied in principle whenever a grapheme is spelled after a vowel-
final grapheme (e.g. 姐怨畏 ‹eš-aa-aľ› šaaľ)15, but if the most suitable VC grapheme 
does not exist in the KSS syllabary, then the second most suitable one is spelled, such 
as 化綾鴎 ‹puu-iš-eň› puušeň (because there is no ‹uš›), 葦育鵜蛙 ‹ey-är-uu-eld› yä-
ruuld (no ‹uld›), 価鵜伽 ‹es-uu-ens› suuns (no ‹uns›). In addition, there were rela-
tively many spellings that slightly deviated from the rule. However, they mostly had 
another spelling according to the rule and are fewer than the regular ones, hence they 
were assumed to be “non-orthographic”.16  
 
12 There is no space to discuss the individual exceptions here. As for the main factor of 
exceptions, see the description below in this section. 
13 This consequence is supported by an analysis of Khitan transcriptions of Chinese words 
discussed in Section 2.3. Exceptional sequences ‹(C)VV-VV› are occasionally observed, most of 
which are optional and peculiar spellings exclusive to Chinese qusheng 去聲 syllables (Shen 2012).  
14 Some researchers have reconstructed VCV graphemes such as 尉 ‹uni›, 畏 ‹ali›, 煙 ‹abu› 
from the inadequate evidence as stated in Section 1. The vowel-overlapping rule proves that such 
reconstructions are incorrect and they are VC graphemes. Furthermore, many researchers have 
reconstructed 蓋 (335)’s value as a diphthong ‹ia›. However, viewed from the vowel-overlap- 
ping phenomenon, the characteristic of the grapheme is similar to that of 劾 ‹ëë› rather than 怨 ‹aa›. 
We thus have to reconstruct the value of 蓋 as a vowel whose quality is similar to that of ë rather 
than a. 
15 A similar rule is applied after semivowel-final graphemes, such as 骸禍俺- ‹ek-uy-ir› 
kuyr-, 禍廻 ‹uy-il› uyl, 椅学 ‹ew-ul› ewl, 嫁印 ‹xaw-ur› xawr. The grapheme 廻 (302) ‹il› is not 
attested in the position after ‹(C)ii› graphemes in my corpus, but it is often followed by ‹(C)Vy› 
graphemes, thus the value is presumed to be ‹iC›. 
16 For example, 碍蓋園 ‹eg-ää-am› gääm (3 examples) vs. 碍蓋華 ‹eg-ää-äm› gääm (22 ex-
amples), and 卯綾 ‹xää-iš› xääš (7 examples) vs. 卯械 ‹xää-äš› xääš (19 examples). 
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5. Reconstructing the Khitan Vowel System 
Based on the reconstructed phonetic values, I will use this section to establish the 
regular vowel correspondences between Khitan and Mongolian in addition to describ-
ing the phonological changes that explain these correspondences.  
 Firstly, I added another V grapheme to the twelve graphemes shown in Table 2. 
See the following example of rhyming words in an epitaphic rhyme:  
峨浬 keer, 沖浬 ɵ̈ɵ̈r, 永浬 čeer,  
界浬 CVVr, 葦劾浬 yëër, 価烏浬 sVVr (Nuu 43–45) 
 The grapheme 烏125, which is not used for Chinese words, rhymes with the 
vowels e, ë, and ɵ̈ in closed-syllable words. Thus, it must represent a vowel whose 
quality is similar to those of e, ë, and ɵ̈. I reconstructed its value as *ɵ based on a cor-
respondence to be discussed in Section 5.2.  
5.1. Vowel Length 
Vowels represented by V or CV graphemes are long. This is because long vowels in 
the modern Mongolian languages such as Mongolian (Mong.),17 Kalmyk (Kalm.), 
and Dagur (Dag.) or hiatuses in Middle Mongolian (MMo.) correspond to Khitan 
(Khit.) vowels represented by V or CV graphemes:18  
 
 Khit.   Meaning MMo. Mong. 
(a) 依 ‹xaa› xaa ‘khaghan’ xa’an xaaŋ 
 華怨 ‹äm-aa› ämaa ‘sheep’ ima’an yamaa 
 運- ‹ǰaa-› ǰaa- ‘to tell’ ǰi’a- ǰaa- 
 可頴怨 ‹et-äx-aa› täxaa ‘chicken’ takiya däxaa 
 姐栄怨 ‹eš-aw-aa› šawaa ‘falcon’ šiba’un šʊbʊʊ 
 改育怨葵 ‹eb-är-aa-an› bäraan ‘right-hand’ bara’un barʊʊŋ 
 暇蓋 ‹ed-ää› dää ‘enemy’ dayin dääŋ 
 虻鴛怨 ‹taw-uľ-aa› tawľaa ‘hare, rabbit’ taulai tʊʊlää 
 峨- ‹kee-› kee- ‘to say’ ke’e- — 
 永劃 ‹eč̠-ee› ǰee19 ‘sister’s child’ ǰi’e ǰee 
 厩劃 ‹er-ee› eree ‘now’ edö’e Dag. edee 
 握云- ‹doo-ol-› dool- ‘to hear’ du’ul- dʊʊl- 
 謁 ‹kuu› kuu ‘person’ kü’ün Kalm. küün 
 
 
17 Mongolian mentioned henceforward refers to the Chakhar dialect in Inner Mongolia. 
18 Mongolian long vowels derived from MMo. hiatuses A’U in initial syllables, however, 
correspond to Khitan diphthongs aw and ew, e.g. 穐 ǰaw ‘hundred’ || MMo. ǰa’un, Mong. ǰʊʊ ‘id.’; 
姻 dew ‘man’s younger sibling of the same sex’ || MMo. de’ü, Mong. duu ‘younger brother’. See 
Ōtake (2016b, p. 24). 
19 This word means “one’s sister’s child” and “one’s daughter’s child” (Ōtake 2016c). 
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 Some Khitan long vowels were derived from vowels in monosyllabic open-
syllable words. It appears to be the traces of the minimal word condition which is a 
constraint that prohibits the occurrence of monomoraic words.  
 
 Khit.   Meaning MMo. Mong. 
(b) 怨- ‹aa-› aa- ‘to be’ a- a- ~ aa- 
 劃 ‹ee› ee ‘this’ e(ne) en 
 霞 ‹poo› poo ‘time, season’ ho(n) oŋ 
 佳 ‹ʊʊ› ʊʊ ‘water’ u(sun) ʊs 
 改烏- ‹eb-ɵɵ-› bɵɵ- ‘to be’ bö- — 
 
 More interestingly, long vowels in early loanwords correspond to Turkic pri-
mary long vowels that are mainly reconstructed by data from modern languages like 
Yakut (Yak.) and Turkmen. It implies that Proto-Mongolic (PMo.)20 distinguished be-
tween vowel lengths, which was preserved in Khitan. Such primary long vowels are 
also observed in Khitan native words as shown in Section 5.2.21  
 
 Khit.   Meaning MMo. OTü. Yak. 
(c) 改奄云- ‹eb-oo-ol-› bool- ‘to become’ bol- bol- buol- < *bōl- 
 謁按 ‹kuu-us› kuus22 ‘strength’ küčün küč küüs 
 穫鵜 ‹ord-uu› orduu ‘ordo’ ordo ordu orduu 
5.2. Regular Vowel Correspondences 
In principle, the Mongolian unrounded short vowels a, e, i, or the MMo. a, e, i, 
respectively, correspond to the Khitan short vowels a, e, i (d) or the long vowels aa, 
ee, ii (e):  
 
 Khit.   Meaning MMo. Mong. 
(d) 改疫 ‹eb-as› bas ‘again, also’ basa bas 
 葦栄- ‹ey-aw-› yaw- ‘to conduct’ yabu- yab- 
 価唄 ‹es-en› esen ‘healthy’ esen eseŋ 
 骸珂 ‹ek-el› kel ‘word’ kelen xel 
 綾 ‹iš› iš ‘nine’ (fem.) yisün yis 
 丑 ‹ǰir› ǰir23 ‘two’ (fem.) ǰirin — 
(e) 怨- ‹aa-› aa- ‘to be’ a- a- ~ aa- 
 劃 ‹ee› ee ‘this’ e(ne) en 
 永鎧綾 ‹eč-ii-iš› čiiš ‘blood relative’ čisun ǰʊs 
 
 
20 I employ the term “Proto-Mongolic” as the hypothetical common ancestor of all attested 
Mongolic languages including so-called “Para-Mongolic” (Janhunen 2003). 
21 For a more detailed discussion on Khitan vowel length, see Ōtake (2015c). 
22 To decipher this word, see Ōtake (2015a). 
23 This word rhymes with the syllables Cir, such as 俺 ir and 可俺 tir. 
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 The Mongolian rounded short vowel o, or the MMo. o, corresponds to the Khi-
tan short o or long o (f); the Mongolian short ʊ, or the MMo. u, corresponds to the 
Khitan short o or long ʊ (g). This reveals that the merger of the Proto-Mongolic short 
*u with the short *o took place, but the long *u was retained as the long ʊ in Khitan.  
 
 Khit.   Meaning MMo. Mong. 
(f) 穫鵜 ‹ord-uu› orduu ‘ordo’ ordo ord 
 改奄云- ‹eb-oo-ol-› bool- ‘to become’ bol- bol- 
 握衣 ‹doo-or› door ‘under’ doro dor ~ door 
(g) 叡 ‹on-› on- ‘to fall, drop’ una- ʊn- 
 握云- ‹doo-ol-› dool-24 ‘to hear’ du’ul- dʊʊl- 
 佳 ‹ʊʊ› ʊʊ ‘water’ u(sun) ʊs 
 閏課 ‹ǰuu-un› ǰʊʊn25 ‘summer’ ǰun ǰʊŋ 
 
 Similarly, the Mongolian rounded short vowel u, or the MMo. ü, corresponds 
to the Khitan short u or long u (h); the Mongolian short ɵ, or the MMo. ö, corre-
sponds to the Khitan short u or long ɵ (i). This shows that the merger of the Proto-
Mongolic short *ö with the short *ü occurred, but the long *ö was preserved as the 
long ɵ in Khitan.  
 
 Khitan   Meaning MMo. Mong. 
(h) 会学- ‹ep-ul-› pul- ‘to exceed’ hüle- ul- 
 鵜学 ‹uu-ul› uul ‘winter’ übül ɵbɵl26 
 謁按 ‹kuu-us› kuus ‘strength’ küčün xuč 
(i) 価尉 ‹es-uň› suň ‘night’ söni šɵn ~ sɵn 
 掛- ‹uğʷ-› uğʷ- ‘to give’ ög- ɵg- 
 改烏- ‹eb-ɵɵ-› bɵɵ- ‘to be’ bö- — 
 楽 ‹dɵɵr› dɵɵr27 ‘four’ (fem.) dör(ben) dɵrɵb 
 
 The phonemic changes concerning vowels that occurred between Proto-Mon-
golic and Khitan are summarised in Table 9.28  
 
 
24 This example shows that the merger of *u (ʊ) with *o precedes the contraction of 
hiatuses *V’V > VV (i.e. PMo. *duğul- > *do’ol- > Khit, dool-). 
25 In order to coherently explain the relevant sound changes, I assumed that the graphemes 
with a phonetic value ‹Cuu› can represent both /Cuu/ and /Cʊʊ/. 
26 The correspondence between the MMo. übül and the Mong. ɵbɵl is irregular. 
27 This word rhymes with the syllables Ceer, Cɵɵr, and Cëër. The dative-locative form of 
the word is written as 可烏可 ‹et̠-ɵɵ-eed› dɵɵdd (dɵɵr + -d with a full assimilation of stem-final r), 
which reveals that the nominative form, that is, the reading of 楽, is dɵɵr. The relationship between 
the Khit. dɵɵr and the Proto-Turkic *tȫrt ‘four’ is unknown. 
28 For convenience, I treated vowels in monosyllabic open-syllable words equally to pri-
mary long vowels in this table, though the former are phonologically short in the PMo. stage. 
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Table 9 
PMo. Khit. PMo. Khit. 
*a a *ā aa 
*e e *ē ee 
*i i *ī ii 
*o *ō oo 
*u o *ū ʊʊ 
*ö *ȫ ɵɵ 
*ü u *ǖ uu 
5.3. Palatalised Vowels 
Khitan has a series of palatalised vowel phonemes (i.e. ä, ë, ö, ɵ̈, ü), which seem to 
be palatalised versions of plain vowels a, e, o, ɵ, u, respectively. Phonological alterna-
tions without a semantic change are found in the following examples:  
華怨 ämaa ~ 華蓋 ämää  ‘sheep’ (MMo. ima’an) 
珂華怨葵 lämaan ~ 珂華蓋緯 lämään  ‘linya 林牙 (title)’ (gen.) 
暇梓怨宇 dädaar ~ 可梓蓋育 dädäär  ‘Xi 奚’ (adj. masc.)29 
葦劾育鵜 yëëruu ~ 葦劾育賀 yëërüü  ‘peaceful’ 
芥鵜 xäruu ~ 芥賀 xärüü  ‘black’ (fem.) 
 These synchronic free variations show that the progressive assimilation of a 
vocalic feature frontness is in progress in Khitan. As such, frontness is neutralised in 
non-initial syllables, but still functions in initial syllables.  
 The short palatalised vowel ä is derived from *i before *a or *a before *i (j);30 
the long ä is derived from *ayi (k). The origin of the other palatalised vowels is 
unclear.  
 
 Khit.   Meaning MMo. OTü. 
(j) 華怨 ‹äm-aa› ämaa ‘sheep’ ima’an ımγa 
 塩 ‹mäŋ› mäŋ31 ‘thousand’ miŋqan biŋ, bıŋ 
 可頴怨 ‹et-äx-aa› täxaa ‘chicken’ takiya taqıγu 
(k) 暇蓋 ‹ed-ää› dää ‘enemy’ dayin yaγı < *δaγı 
 姐蓋 ‹eš-ää› šää ‘good’ sayin saγ 
 
29 This ethnic group is transcribed as 迭達 (ZY *dyä.da) in the Liaoshi (Ōtake 2016a, p. 10). 
30 However, if the onset is (alveo-)palatal č, ǰ, š or y, the vowel *i resulted in a, not ä, such 
as in 姐栄怨 ‹eš-aw-aa› šawaa ‘falcon’ (transcribed as 稍瓦 ZY *šaw.wa in the Liaoshi) || MMo. 
šiba’un ‘id.’; 円怨 ‹čal-aa› čalaa ‘stone’ (transcribed as 查剌 ZY *ča.la in the Liaoshi as a per-
son’s name) || MMo. čila’un ‘id.’. 
31 This word is also used to represent the Chinese 孟 (LMC *mȧŋ) (Ōtake 2015b, p. 8). 
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 “Irregular” correspondences concerning palatalised vowels are frequently ob-
served as shown in (l), which may shed a light on the origin of Khitan palatalised 
vowels.  
 
 Khit.   Meaning MMo. 
(l) 改育怨葵 ‹eb-är-aa-an› bäraan < *bira’un? ‘right-hand’ bara’un 
 改頴 ‹eb-äx› bäx < *biga? ‘child’ baγa 
 映 ‹ňär› ňär32 < *nira(n)? ‘sun, day’ naran 
 鴎頴 ‹eň-äx› ňäx < *nika(n)? ‘dog’ noqai 
 院 ‹öl› öl < *ilo(n)? ‘much, many’ olon 
 窺俺 ‹em-ir› mir < *miri(n)? ‘horse’ morin 
6. Conclusion 
Through the above discussion, the twelve vowel phonemes listed in Table 10 have 
been reconstructed in Khitan.33  
Table 1034 
 Plain vowels Palatalised vowels 
 a e i o ʊ ɵ u ä ë ö ɵ̈ ü 
[Open] + + – + – + – + + + + – 
[Front] – – + – – – – + + + + + 
[Round] – – – + + + + – – + + + 
[RTR] + – – + + – – + – + – – 
 
 Khitan vowel phonemes are distinguished by four vocalic features. These fea-
tures [open], [front] and [round], respectively, explain the distinctions between non-
high vowels vs. high ones, front vs. non-front (back), and rounded vs. unrounded. 
The feature [RTR] (retracted tongue root) is needed to explain the harmonic phenom-
ena which were not mentioned in this paper. In addition, vowel length is also distinc-
tive as stated earlier.  
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